Santa Claus “BC” and a Self-Appointed Saviour¹

Allow me to give it a different spin--without knowing Hendrik Buene in person.

So, there’s this hero, my fellow Dutchman, living in this East Side below-par hotel, in a room you can hardly turn around in. Surrounded by mental illness, alcohol, drugs and nicotine. But, hey, Hendrik is there because he wants to help the people living there.

Helping these people has been his life. Admirable. Noble, undoubtedly. From the story I get the impression that it cost him both his family and business. Hendrik was going to help the East Side poor, even against the will of his wife and family. He was ready to sacrifice the most important relationships in order to fulfill his mission. Use and abuse every relationship, every person and every agency he could to further a mission to which no one appointed him.

So, now he does this noble mission, living a sparse life in sparse surroundings. He squeezed out of his wife and children what he could. Ditto his business. Then he turned to the benighted Santa Clauses operating our welfare system and talked them into supporting him.

Och, arme Hendrik. Aw, poor Hendrik. That cheap Liberal government gives him only $607.92 a month. Out of that, they have the nerve to deduct $20 to recover his forfeited damage deposit. What kind of cheap, unfeeling government is that? Come on, folks, let’s call NDP back into the seat so we can have some justice. That’s Hendrik’s human right after all, right?

You know what my problem is? Which Santa Claus agreed to pay my $600+ to Hendrik who has freely chosen this way of life? “I enjoy my freedom,” he admits. “I don’t want to give that up too easily for a regular job.” Hell, no, I wouldn’t either if I had no more conscience, ambition or pride. If you can squeeze it out of Santa Claus, why not? So what if all these tax payers have to get up at 6 am to make their way to the daily boxing ring? As long as Hendrik can live out his mission!

You know, I’m not sure whom I first want to kick a solid wooden shoe in the rear--that Santa Clause or Hendrik, or perhaps Cheryl Rossi for twisting this guy into a “hero.”

Or the whole works! On second thought, a wooden shoe just wouldn’t deliver the payload that Hendrik deserves--not sharp enough.
